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I N the year I868, Mr. R. D. Darbishire, of Manchester,
received from his friend, Mr. Naylor, a curiously shaped

pebble (PI. XI, Figs. Ga, 6b). This had been picked up by Mr.
Naylor as it was thrown out from the foundations of a house, then
being built by Mr Bellhouse, and now known as Groby Lodge,
at the corner of Groby Road and Racefield Road, near St.
Margaret's Church, Bowdon, a suburb of Altrincham, Cheshire.
Details of the excavation are wanting, but reference to the
Geological Survey Maps of quarter-sheet 80 N.E. (scale r-inch
to the mile) shows that the underlying solid rock is believed to
be the Keuper Red Marl, but that it is covered here by a series
of Drift beds marked as Glacial Sand or Gravel. The writing on
the stone indicates that the foundation was actually in gravel.
Other constituents of the gravel at this locality are not forth
coming at present, so that for any further evidence we must turn
to the pebble itself.

The substance of the pebble is a hard, heavy, liver-coloured
quartzite. Apart from its peculiar shape, it is just such a stone
as those forming the bulk of the Bunter Pebble Beds; and since
those beds crop out within seven miles to the north-east and six
miles to the west, there seems no reason to doubt that the Bowdon
pebble was once a part of them From what presumably
Cambrian rock these quartzite pebbles were originally ground
down is still matter of dispute among students of Triassic
geology. But this question, and even the question of its Bunter
origin concern us little. since, as will be seen, the characters that
give the pebble its main interest are such as must have been
imparted to it after its removal from Triassic strata.

When the pebble is laid on a flat surface in its most stable
position, we may distinguish an upper and a lower half. As seen
either from above (PI. XI, Fig. 6a) or from below (Fig. fJb), the
periphery is roughly four-sided with rounded angles, and the
diameters of the subquadrangular figure are respectively 58'5 mrn.
and 63'5 mm. The extreme height, when the stone is in the
same position, is 39 mm. The cubic contents are 84'95 cc., the
weight, 224'08 grams, and the specific gravity, 2'64. There is a
marked difference of form between the upper and lower halves.
The lower (Fig. 6b) is smoothly rounded just as one might expect
a roughly cubical fragment of sandstone to become under the
action of water and friction against other pebbles. The upper
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DIA(;RA~ 2.-TIlE IloWDOK PEBBLE,
VIEWED FACIN(; THE RIDGE a.
xi diam,

DIAGRA~I I. - O[ITLlNE OF THE
BOWDON PEBBLE. AS VIE\"ED
FRO~1 ABOVE, SHOWING TilE
RIDGES, a, b, c, AND THE FACETS,
I. 2, 3. The outer recti lineal figure
suggests the approximate outline
of the stone before it was worn by
water or wind. X l diarn.

half (Fig. 6a) forms a slightly irregular pyramid, with, however,
three, not four, facets. The relation of these facets to each other
and to the periphery is shown in Diagram 1, from which it appears

et that the pyramid is sym-
metrical neither in itself nor
in its relation to the quad
rangle. The facets are not
plane surfaces; facet 2 is
markedly convex, facet 3 is
concave, and facet 1 is con
cave towards a, but almost
flat towards b. The angles
between the facets are
slightly rounded, and this

c fact, combined with the
inequalities of the facets
themselves, renders measure
ment of the angles and
slopes a difficult task. The
approximate measurements
are: ridge a = 127 deg.,
b = 127 deg., c= 120 deg,
The slope of the facets to
the horizontal plane, the

assumed surface of the original substratum, is measured along a
line bisecting the angle formed by the containing sides; this may
perhaps be regarded as the angle of incidence of the facetting
force. These slopes are approximately: 1 = 24 deg., 2 = 45 deg.,
3 c= 30 deg. Facet 2 appears from its size, its slope, and its
convexity, to be the least removed from its original water
worn shape. Facet 1 appears,
from its greater slope, and
from the position of the apex,
to be the most worn, although
the including angle contained
by the ridges a, b is the
smallest.

Besides these obvious
differences between the two
halves of the pebble, there are
differences in the nature of the
surface. Not merely are the
facets slightly rounded, but
their surfaces are irregularly pitted as well as very slightly grooved,
and differentiated according to the varying hardness of the stone.
This is chiefly noticeable on the two larger facets, 1 and 3, and
the groovings are at right angles to the dividing ridge a. Facet 3
has three broad grooves. Despite these irregularities, the surface,
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especially of facets J and 3. is slightly polished. The under
surface appears rougher, owing to minute pitting, but it does not
show any coarser grooving ; except for an occasional obvious
dent or crack, it is all equably rounded. It further differs in the
presence of a slight yellow colouring. The distinctive surface
characters of the under-side pass on to the upper surface, and
merge with those of the facets.

The remarkable features of this stone led Mr. Darbishire,
after thirty years, to send it to the Geological Department of the
British Museum, where, through the kindness of Dr. Henry
Woodward, it was placed in my hands for study. Since, during
an excursion of the International Geological Congress through
Esthland in 1897, my attention had been directed to pebbles of
similar shape, I had no difficulty in recognising the true nature
of Mr. Darbishire's specimen. Pebbles of this form are, in fact,
found in many parts of the world, and have long been known to
geologists under the names of " Dreikanter," pyramid-pebbles, or
facetted pebbles. Any theory of their origin must be applicable
to all cases, while the true explanation of anyone will probably
be found to explain all.

The theory that ascribes the facetting, striation, and polishing
of these stones to the action of blown sand is now so generally
accepted that further labouring of the point might seem un
necessary. But the present paper is due to the following
considerations. The explanation thus baldly given suggests many
questions, some of which are not even nowadays readily to be
answered. There is a danger lest this theory be strained, as others
have been, to explain cases to which it is inapplicable. Very
similar results may be produced by other causes; one must learn
how to distinguish. The subje ct seems to have been overlooked
by the majority of British geologists; but if this paper should
serve as a guide to its possibilities and to the scattered foreign
literature, further light may be thrown by the study on the past
history of these islands.

Let us consider, first, the other agencies by which the surface
of broken rock-fragments or water-rolled pebhles may be worn.
Many of these have actually been adduced to explain the pebbles
in question.

Human agency naturally suggests itself to one familiar with
neolithic implements, and R. Virchow, describing pebbles of this
kind, believed that they had been used for polishing (187 oa)lF or
were preparatory to a finished stone weapon of primitive nature
(r87ob); but in 1871, having found similar pebbles in gravel beds,
he discarded his previous views in favour of a glacial origin . In
1874 similar stones were still ascribed to human agency by Reil
and Geiseler, but in the discussion their natural origin was advo
cated by Ascherson and Virchow. Geinitz, in r886, related how

'* f or References sec p, 416
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facetted pebbles from Pomerania and Rugen were still labelled
"Mahlsteine" in the Stralsund Museum. Even to this very year
a large quartzite pebble with four facets, from 1;elzen in Hanover,
was preserved in the Ethnographical Department (Pitt-Rivers
Collection) of the Oxford University Museum. My friend, Mr. H.
Balfour, who was so kind as to send me the specimen for examina
tion, wrote: "It is presumed it might have been a 'rubbing
stone' for grinding or other triturative use, and I have retained it
amongst the human tools." Now, however, he tells me that the
specimen is to be placed in " a special series for natural products
which simulate human workmanship, and may (seemingly do)
take in the collector of human artefacts." No undoubted tool or
weapon having the peculiar shape of these facetted pebbles has
ever been produced, and they are often found in situations where
a human origin is out of the question.

Other animals are not known to shape stones in this manner,
but it is to be noted that sheep, cattle, and the like often rub
stones to a high polish, while in South Africa rough masses of
igneous rock are smoothed, polished, and marked with coarse
parallel strise by the rhinoceros. Specimens have been presented
to the British Museum by Mr. David Draper.

The waving of grass against a stone often produces consider
able polish, especially when the grass contains much silica.

Stones polished and facetted by glaciers generally differ from
those worn by blown sand in one or more of the following points:
the ground surface is flatter; they show characteristic glacial
strire-long, straight, and gradually tapering; the harder and
softer components of the rock have not been differentiated.
Nevertheless the glacial origin of many pebbles now believed to
be wind-worn has been warmly advocated (Theile, 1885-86;
Keilhack, 1884) j Emerson (1898) still assigns the Dreikanter, at
least in Old Hampshire County, Mass., to glacial agency; but
although such pebbles have been found on the surface of terminal
moraines, and even of the glacier itself, still the actual formation
of the characteristic shape by a. glacier has never yet been
adduced. Indeed, it is not easy to see how the three regular
facets of such a stone as our Bowdon pebble could be produced
by glacial action.

The same remarks apply in the main to C. von Gutbier's view
(1858) that the stones were fixed in floating ice and ground
against a rocky floor, with the additional difficulty that, if the
stone were loosened sufficiently for it to be turned round for the
grinding of a fresh facet, it must have fallen to the bottom. It is
not denied that stones are ground by this agency. Among
facetted stones usually ascribed to ice action are the well-known
pebbles of the Punjab. After reading the literature bearing on
these," and minutely examining the specimen described by Dr.

Blanford, 1886; Noetling, 1896; Oldham, 188]; Stone, 1889; Warth, 18BB; Wynne, 1886.
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W. T. Blanford (Nov., 1886), I agree with most of the writers on
the subject that, whatever be the agency that shaped these stones,
it was not blown sand.

The action of water, or of water and sand, has been known
to grind stones in a manner other than the normal rounding.
Professor Boyd Dawkins tells me of an instance on the coast of
Cornwall. There he observed a number of stones ground on one
side to a sharp edge, so that he took them for implements, until
he saw that they had originally projected from a bed of clay, over
which the tides swept sand backwards and forwards in such a
way as to grind the exposed portions. In the discussion on
Virchow's paper (1871), Braun supposed that the shape of the
typical pyramid-pebbles was produced by one stone rubbing
against another when disturbed by running water. This idea
was elaborated in the" Packungstheorie" of G. Berendt \1885),
who imagined that, as water passed through a bed of shingle or
gravel, the pebbles were rubbed one against another, and so
tended to assume a pyramidal shape as the most economical of
space. This theory proves too much, for had such been the
modus operandi, the stones would have been facetted both above
and below, whereas such "Doppel-dreikanter" are extremely
rare. The explanation is further inapplicable to those numerous
facetted pebbles that occur where the presence of water is out of
the question. It is, however, possible that the action described
by Berendt does have some effect. F. E. Geinitz (1887) believes
that facetted pebbles are thus produced in the beach at Heilige
Darnm, in North Germany, and he quotes Comrnenda (1884) who, in
giant's cauldrons at Steyregg, Austria, discovered "Dreikanter of
a hard garnetiferous greenstone" along with" round, yellow gravel,"
the whole covered by Danube alluvium. These particular pot
holes are ascribed to the melting of glaciers.

In the pebbles of the Bunter Bcds " there are often found con
cavities, which Mr. Mellard Reade ascribes to the grinding of one
stone upon another, assisted by water and perhaps sand. Others,
noting the transversely fractured pebbles of these beds, as well as
the frequent occurrence of cracks radiating from these depressions,
have regarded pressure due to earth-movement as the cause of
both phenomena. In the Lower Old Red Sandstone conglome
rate -of the. Cushendun caves, Antrim, Mr. Upfield Green has
collected a rounded quartzite pebble with one side striated and
polished. This resembles the glaze produced by blown sand;
but, since the stone has been crushed and cracked by pressure,
and since the stria: are all parallel to its long axis, I believe the
polish to be the effect of slickensides. Allusion may here be
made to soil-cap movement, which striates and grinds underlying
rocks. Typical Dreikanter rarely occur in situations where any

* See Ramsay, 1855-
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of these explanations are at all admissible. It is, however, the
case that those of the German Drift are often marked, on the
facets and elsewhere, by round hollows, up to 2 em. in diameter,
and of varying depth. These were ascribed by Gutbier (1858)
to the driving of one stone into another under ice-pressure, in
which case, as in that of the Bunter pebbles, one would expect to
find the stones more crushed and cracked. The slight grooves,
sometimes as much as 10 C111. long, which occasionally run up to
these hollows, do not appear to represent cracks. Wittich (1899)

who supposes the excavating agent to be blown sand, suggests
that some of the holes may be due to the former presence of clay
galls or calcareous fossils. Some of the smaller depressions or
pittings may be due to the alternation of extremes of temperature,
since this is known to flake portions off stones, especially in
desert regions. To this cause may possibly be due the pittings
on the under surface of the Uelzen pebble in the Pitt-Rivers
collection.

In the case of composite rocks, such as the coarser crystal
line igneous rocks, the difference in co-efficient of expansion of
the constituents render, the stone easily attacked by variation of
temperature. This factor in desert regions and the freezing of
water in the joints under a moister climate, cause the breaking up
of rocks into angular fragments. Thus Rothpletz, Johnstrup
(1874), Shaler (1889), and Keilhack (1884) have attempted to
explain at al1 events the main contours of the facetted pebbles;
but we have yet to learn of a rock in which the joint-planes lie
at the angles usual in pebbles facetted by blown sand.

Some of the appearances characteristic of undoubtedly wind
worn pebbles may be closely simulated by the solvent action of
water, with or without acids. The glazed surface closely resembles
the so-called" fresh-water patina," and among similarly polished
stones may be mentioned the bones and teeth found in the
English Red Crag, and the small pebbles of chalcedony, quartz,
and flint in the Red Chalk of Hunstanton. Geinitz (1886) has
even denied that the facets of Djeikantcr are distinguished by
extra polish; but in this opinion he is singular. Writing of
certain pebbles found in the drift of Nantucket, Shaler (1889)
says they" may be compared to crystals of rock-candy partially
dissolved away. The surface of the boulders becomes very
smooth, though uneven; in some cases pebbles or crystals contained
in it arc left as rounded projections on its face." This effect is most
conspicuous in siliceous pebbles, and in no case is it observed so
much as I 0 ft. below the surface of the soil. Shaler ascribes it to
the action of surface waters containing carbon dioxide, and he
carefully distinguishes it from the erosive action of blown sand,
which is said to be inconsiderable there. None the less the
description is precisely applicable to certain wind-worn stones ;
and it must be remembered that certain facetted pebbles from
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the same beds, ascribed by Shaler to joint-fracture and ice-polish,
are now explained as wind-worn (Davis, 1894).

As for polish, Baltzer (1896) says that" Gletscherkanter," worn
down under the glacier in ground moraines by the finest loamy
sand, show the varnish polish just like wind-worn stones.

We may now consider undoubted instances of the action of
blown sand, with special reference to facetted pebbles.

Not far from Wellington, New Zealand, is an isthmus, a little
over a mile across, separating Evans' Bay on the N.\V. from
Lyall's Bay on the S.E. In the middle of this is a ridge of
boulders and pebbles, and on each shore the sand is piled up in
dunes. The isthmus is confined on the N.E. and S.W. by hills.
When the north-westerly winds blow through the gap, which is only
half a mile wide, they drive the sand over the boulder-bank with
much force, and when the winds change to the south-cast, the
sand is driven back again. These happen to be the two prevalent
winds, and in any case the area is protected by the hills from the
action of other winds. As a result the stones of the boulder-hank
are planed off on the two sides opposed to the winds. At first the
top of the stone remains flat, but at last the two sides meet in a
sharp edge.

Similar stones, fashioned under much the same conditions,
are met with in other parts of New Zealand-e.g., on Hokitika
beach, on the west coast of South Island. One of these, figured
on Plate XI (Fig. 5), shows, at the upper end of the figure, a
small facet, apparently the remains of the flat top: thus there are
three ridges. But it does not appear that any of the stones from
New Zealand localities assume the markedly triquetrous form of
our Bowdon specimen and of the German" Dreikanter "j and
this may be the reason why the explanation of the former by
Travers (1870) and Enys (1878) was not applied to the latter
until Gottsche in 1883 drew attention to it.

In attempting to explain the triquetration, we must remember
that, even where most conspicuous, it is by no means found on
all the specimens. In fact, a pebble may present almost any
number of facets, from one to at least eight. Even when the
number is three or four, there is great variation in the relative
Si7;CS and outlines of the facets. It is, however, convenient to
take the Dreikanter as the type, and of this form we find the most
convincing elucidation by A. Mickwitz, of Reval (1885-87)'
South of that town is a lake, the Ober Sec, and its north-west
shore (" nordostlichen," Mickwitz, must be a lapslIs calami) is
covered by sand dunes. Where the Pernau Road and the
Baltischport Railway approach the lake, the dunes merge into
gravel banks and terraces, which stretch westward to a sandy
plain north of the Blue Hills. The sand from one side or the
other is constantly being blown over the gravel ridges, and all the
surface constituents of the ridges, from fine gravel to massive
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blocks, have their upper sides polished by the sand, while on the
under side they differ in no way from ordinary drift gravel.
Regularly facetted stones do not occur at the lower levels, but are
abundant on the higher terraces, and their most conspicuous,
though far from commonest, form is the Dreikanter. Between these
and the simply polished stones there is every gradation. Both
are alike in showing a differential wearing of the constituents of
the rock, producing ridges, rugosities, and pittings. Now, if the
facets of the Dreikanter are due, as in the case of the New
Zealand pebbles, to the prevailing winds, one would expect to find
them all oriented alike, although allowance might have to be made in
each case for the deflection of the wind by local conditions. This
is actually the case, as Mickwitz has proved by taking the bear
ings of a large number. Further, one would expect to find three
prevailing winds, acting at right angles to the mean direction of
the facets, viz., N., S. by 50 deg. W., and S. by 60 deg. E. This is
believed by Mickwitz to be the case, but on this point his
observations are not yet published. Moreover, the local condi
tions appear to have undergone recent change, since woods have
grown up which shelter the Dreikanter terrace, and permit lichen
to grow over the stones, especially on their southern sides. Some
of the stones from this classical locality are figured on Plate XI,
and show many of the characters to which allusion has been
made.

For more complete correlation of facets with prevailing winds,
we turn to the valuable paper by Baron G. de Geer, of Stockholm
(r887). The stones described by him have, however, only two
facets for the most part. They were found at Fjelkinge, on a field
where rye had been grown two years before, and where a fresh
surface had consequently been exposed by the plough. The
mean direction of the ridge between the facets was N. by 22 deg.
W., and the prevailing winds at the neighbouring meteorological
station of Kristianstad were at right angles to this direction.
Moreover, the field was sheltered from other winds by adjoining
hills, so that the conditions were doubly favourable.

The foregoing instances are enough to show that blown sand
is an effective cause of facetted pebbles, including Dreikanter,
They arc corroborated by the observations of Stone, on pebbles
in Maine (1886) and Colorado (r889); of Wahnschaffe (x887),
on pebbles at Graningen, near Rathenow ; of Dames (r887), on
pebbles below the Regenstein in the Harz; of Walther (1887), in
Egypt; of Verworn (1896), in the desert of Sinai; and of
Andersson (r896), on Gotska Sandlin, in the Baltic. Wt: may
now proceed to discuss the process in more detail.

It is often supposed that the wind in action strikes the stone
in the direction of the ridge and is divided by it, so that a stream
of sand passes to right and left, forming two facets. Those of
the above-mentioned authors, however, who have attempted
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correlation of the facets with the prevailing winds, agree that the
wind acts at right angles to the ridge. This, as Wahnschaffe
says, is further proved by the frequent hollowing of the facet.
Groovin gs and striations of the facets also run in this direction,
as may be seen in Fig. 5 of Plate XI. H eim (1888), while
admitting this in the main, ascribes more importance to the
original form of the stone than to the direction of the wind.
Each facet, he says, corresp onds to a truncated side of the
original pebble, and a sharp notch on any side result s in a groove
on the facet j a wind blowing from any direction is diverted by
the face of the pebble, and, whether from right or left, would
have precisely the same act ion on that face. This might be the
case if that parti cular face were the only part of the peb ble
exposed to the eroding agent. But, as Heim himself says, the
ridges are produced where the side attacked by the wind meets
the sides sheltered j and it is clear that whcn the wind is S.E.,
that portion of the pebble sheltered is not the same as when the
wind is SoW. In other words a S.E. wind attacks not only the
southern face, but also the eastern face, and wears down the
SoE. ridge between th em, The action of a S.W. wind is quite
different. But anyway H eirn's assertions are made without
attempt at proof.

It is, of course, obvious that, at least in the earl ier stages, the
original form of the pebble must have some effect. The trun ca
tion of two corners of a four-sided peb ble would make it six
sided, and so forth. A rounded pebble attacked by winds from
the S.E. and SoW. alone would become a Dreikanter, with two
flat or concave facets due to blown sand, and the third the original
convex surface. It is probable that facet 2 in the Bowdon
specimen is such a surface, and this would account for the less
polish and pitting of it as compared with facets I and 3. The
Reval spec imens, represented in Figs. 2, 3, and 4 of Plate XI,
do, on the contrary, app ear to be wind-worn 011 all three facets j

and the fact that, in each of these pebbles, the facets harm onise
with the outline, may be due to something more than chance.
Similarly the four facets of the Uelzen specimen (Pitt-Rivers
coll.) coincide with the four sides of the stone, and are all wind
worn. In this case then; is a median ridge parallel to the long
axis of the pebble, and two ridges diverging from each end of it.
Thus the facets are two large and two small, and this arrangement
is characteristic of pebbles with four facets. In this case two of
the ridges, diagonally opposed, arc well marked j the other two
are rounded. This suggests that the stone was subject to the
action, not of four equally persistent winds, but of two main
winds which occasionally veered into the adjoining qua rter.
Wittich's remark (1899) that long pebbles usually have but one
ridge runn ing lengthwise, is certainly borne out by the H okitika
specimens that I have seen. Some of these also show how stones
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with vertical sides (not necessarily thick, i.e., high, fragments, as
Wittich says) arc first smoothed on those sides, so that the stone
retains a flat top, with edges parallel to the periphery of the stone.
The relic of such a top is shown in Fig. 4 of Plate XI, and there
is a trace of it in the pebble represented in Fig. 2. Wittich
also notes that fragments of Bunter sandstone usually have
a parallelepipedal form, and their wind-worn facets are conse
quently rectangular as a rule. The Rcval specimen shown
in Fig. I of Plate XI has but one definite facet, though
the rest of the upper surface is polished. Another specimen
collected at the same time is of similar size, shape, and polish;
hut whereas the facet of the figured specimen faced south,
that of the other specimen was turned to N.K.W. These
two pebbles, then, seem to have been affected by minor local
conditions.

The number of facets on a stone may then be due partly to
its original shape. partly to the number of prevailing winds acting
on that particular stone. But the number may be increased by
other aspects of the pebble being opposed to the winds. This
may be brought about by a change in the surroundings deflecting
the winds, or depriving the stone of some shelter it originally
enjoyed; or, as is more usual, by some shifting in the position of
the stone itself. Such shifting may be readily caused by the kick
of a passing animal, and a recurrence of the accident might
multiply the facets indefinitely. But the wind itself may alter
the position of a stone, not, except in the case of smaller, loosely
strewn pebbles, by actually blowing the stone over, but by wearing
away the ground on which it lies. This phenomenon is common
on a sandy soil. The surrounding sand is first blown away,
leaving the pebble as the cap of a small earth-pillar, which is at
last eroded to such an extent that the pebble topples over, and
presents another surface to the destructive agencies. In some
such way may be explained the Doppel-dreikanter, which are
occasionally found. The wearing of the stone on its under
surface may, as Wittich (1899) points out, take place while it is
still the top of an zeolian table; the stone becomes pointed
underneath. A similar mushroom form is seen in larger masses in
the desert. But the more usual effect of undermining action is to
prevent the formation of pyramid-pebbles entirely. The stones
are rolled over so constantly that time is not allowed for the pro
duction of perceptible facets, but the whole stone acquires a fine
polish. This is exemplified by the smaller pebbles of the Cairo
desert, and was also seen in many of the New Zealand speci
mens exhibited by Mr. G. J. Binns when this paper was read.
Undermining docs not take place to an appreciable extent when
the pebble rests on, or is imbedded in, a clayey substratum; hut
that this condition is necessary for the production of Dreikanter
is disproved by many instances.
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The observations of Walther (1887-91), chiefly made in the
Galala Desert, between the Nile and the Red Sea, arc of much
importance. He denie s that there is any causal connection
between the number of facets and the size of the pebbl e, and has
failed to discover any connection between the direction of the
edges and that of the winds. This seems to upset the theories
of Mickwitz, De Gcer, and others ; but, as Walther po ints ou t,
the wind in the desert is very inconstant, and allowance must a150
tie made for the frequent shifting of all the pebble s. Attention must
therefore be directed chiefly to the environment of the individual
pebbles. Facetted pebble s, he explains, always lie amon g oth er
pebbles: the sand flows in streams along the ground, and these
streams arc divided by the larger pebbles and again unite ; stones
on which two such converging streams impinge acquire two facets
(and ultimately three ridges, as explained above). Stone's
observations (1889) at the base of the Rockies are in harmony
with the above. The boulders present "polished facets in all
positions with respect to both vertical and horizontal plan es.
A single boulder may have a dozen or more facets. .. The
grooves often have different direct ions on different faces ; but in
places where the wind can only act when blowing in a certa in
d irection, they are parallel. They can often be traced up to a
facet angle and around on to the next facet, especially when the
angle is qu ite obtu se. Grooves can be found at all angles to
facet edges, both parallel and tra nsverse to them. The positions
of the facets are determined partly by the original
shape of the stone, and partly by the accidents of the grinding
process." "Several facets can be formed cont emporaneously."
T hus we see, not only how a single wind may produce two facets,
but how all the variable breezes from half-way round the compass
may be deflected into an unvarying channel. At the same time
if th is were a complete explanation of all Dreikanter in other
situations, the observations of Mickwitz, De Geer, and Wittich, as
to the correspondence in orientation of the facets, would be
themselves inexplicable.

We note here a difference between the action of blown sand
on bosses of live rock and on stones lying on sand or gravel. In
the former case, as instanced by Stapf (1887) from the stone
desert of the! Khuiseb valley as well as along the Guadiana above
Merida and at Caceres, the first results are "smooth, rounded
humps, to be distin guished from glaciated humps only by their
rougher surface, the absence of [glacial] strise, and the want of a
sharp lee side." But with loose stones, the ultimate form is
neither this nor a plane surface, owing to the constant undermining.
From this and preceding cons iderations it may be inferred that
the connection between a facetted pebble and such pers istent
conditions as the winds of the locality will best be observed in
the larger pebbles. Such facetted stones as those figured by
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Theile (1885), 1'7 and 1'6 metres long, would not readily be
displaced.

As introduction to the minuter and more specific characters
of wind-worn stones, it will be well to consider the action of the
sand-blast, whether natural or artificial. It is often assumed (as
seemingly by Mickwitz) that the formation of marked facets must
have been the work of centuries. De Geer's observations (1887)
will already have caused us to doubt this, and they are confirmed
by others. In other respects the natural action of blown sand is
well known to be often severe. Long ago Graf von Baudissin
(I86S) related how, on the island of Sylt, the window-panes were
cut through by dune sand. The same occurrence is recorded by
Winchell (r886) from Cape Cod. Telegraph wires, says Wittich,
are cut by sand on Russian steppes. Gilbert, in the discussion on
Davis' paper (1894), said that fifteen miles east of Watertown, in
northern New York, pebbles had been carved within a few years
of the clearing of the surface. Among pebbles kindly collected
for me by Mr. Mellard Reade from the sandy beach of Crosby,
north of Liverpool, are pieces of bottle-glass with fresh, bright
fractured edges, but with the exposed upper surface ground by the
blown sand, and with strire in groups at different angles. The
action of the artificial sand-blast is remarkably rapid; by its use
De Geer brought a freshly broken face of quartzite to the
characteristic pitted and polished surface in fifteen minutes.

The effect of the sand-blast on rocks has been investigated by
Tilighrnan (who is quoted by Woodworth, (894) and especially
by Thoulet (I887). I abstract so much of the latter's paper as is
germane to the present issue. Abrasion varies directly as the
quantity of sand. Polished rock resists abrasion better than
unpolished, and fresh unworn sand abrades quicker than
worn sand. The coarser the sand, the more rapid the action.
Abrasion varies directly as the pressure of the wind. Abrasion is
most intense when the surface is perpendicular to the sand-stream;
it diminishes rapidly when the angle of incidence is below 60 deg.
Fine-grained rocks, whether heterogeneous or homogeneous, resist
abrasion better than coarse-grained. A rock is abraded more
rapidly when moist than when dry, and the more so the more
porous and absorbent it is. If Woodworth is correct in quoting
Tilighman to the effect that the cutting is more rapid when the
angle of incidence is 30 deg., and if Woodworth's other remarks on
this point are based on Tilighman, then the observations of the
latter arc irreconcilable with those of Thoulet.

Applying Thoulet's conclusions to the operations of nature,
we see that these must be more effective at first, and that a point
would be reached when, owing to the polish of the pebble, the
smoothness and fineness of the sand-grains, and the slope of the
facets, scarcely any abrasion would be in progress. Pebbles
which might originally have had very various forms, would
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gradually approximate so far as the slope of their facets was con
cerned, and thus would arise that mechanical similarity of angle
which has led some authors to compare it even with the results of
crystallisation.

Thoulet's opinion as to the effects of moisture must surprise
those who associate excessive wind action with an abnormally dry
climate. This laboratory result is in fact little applicable to
nature, for the rain that moistens the rocks also lays the sand and
dust. Moreover, in humid regions, such traces of sand action as
might from time to time arise arc speedily obliterated by the
more rapid wasting due to decomposition and solution (Gilbert,
I 875). In this connection it may be remembered that dryness
does not imply heat. Allusion has already been made to wind
worn pebbles on the surface of glaciers, and Chelius (1892) has

recorded the
blowing of sand
and dust over
snow near Darm
stadt. As is well
known, snow
itself may re
place sand as
the corroding
substance.

The cherni
cal composition
and the texture
of rocks have
considerable
influence on
the form of
facetted peb
bles. In the

Sahara, according to Rolland (I 890), blown sand chiefly works on
limestones. Walther says that in the Calala desert Dreikanter
are formed only of Cretaceous limestone, having a fine, compact,
uniform grain; Eocene limestones are too soft; nummulitic
limestones too unequal; the crystalline rocks quickly decompose.
In more northern latitudes fine-grained quartzite seems to be the
reck that receives the smoothest surface and the most sym
metrical facets, the latter feature, however, depending rather on
the original shape of the stones than on their texture. Milky
quartz and flint are not so well carved. Composite igneous rocks
have their constituents differentiated, as is well seen in the granite
pebble from Reval (PI. XI, Fig. 2, and Diagram 3). The same is
the case with conglomerates and stratified rocks in which the
lamina: are of unequal hardness. A slight grooving due to the latter
cause is seen in the Uelzen specimen (Pitt-Rivers coll.). Wittich
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describes wind-worn blocks of coarse conglomerate which are
derived from the Upper Bunter Sandstone and are found in the
drift of the Main, near Frankfort; in these each pebble stands
out and has its own facets. The same is the case with the Khan
Khaisk conglomerate of Central Asia. A frequent result of this
differential action is the production of a step-like or terraced
appearance on the facets or other worn surface (Diagram 3), and
it is noteworthy that the same appearance on a larger scale is
often seen in the hill scenery of desert lands (see Rolland, 1890)'
So characteristic are the different shapes and surfaces that slight
practice enables one to distinguish the composition of the
pebbles from photographs alone with some confidence (see the
plates of Davis, 1894; Berendt, 1885 ; and others). Obruchev
(1895) has classed the rocks of the Central Asian deserts into
eleven groups, according to their mode of wearing under blown
sand.

The fluting of rock-surfaces by blown sand does not appear
always to be due to the composition of the rock, but to the direct
action of the blast. If the wind be exceptionally strong, with its
force perhaps enhanced by concentration in a gully or cleft, as in
the Pass of San Bernardino, California (Blake), the abrading force
is so greatly increased that hard materials yield to it nearly as
much as soft. In other words, differentiation is greater when the
force is enough to attack soft, but not enough to attack hard,
minerals. If now this fierce blast be broken up into streamlets by
superficial irregularities, each streamlet will carve for itself a small
runnel, which will proceed straight forward for an appreciable
distance without regard for hard and soft. Thus one must
explain the remarkably carved surface of the basalt boulder in
Colorado, beautifully figured by Gilbert (1875, pI. viii). To such
action also I am inclined to ascribe the appearance of the fluted
granite surfaces at Mount Sorrel, Charnwood Forest, examples of
which have been lent me through the kindness of Prof. W. W.
Watts, who has recently drawn attention to them (1900).

Grooves due to direct wind action and not to rock texture are the
subject of valuable speculations by Stone (1889)' The facets of a
small stone" nearly on the same level as the surface ofthe soil or of
other stones around it " often have" a gently undulating surface,
the crests of the low undulations more often being transverse to
the direction of the wind and an inch or more apart." In this
case" a large part of the carving is done by flying grains as they
first strike the stone." In the case of bigger or loftier surfaces" a
much larger proportion of the grinding is done after the blowing
stones [grains] have once rebounded from the fixed stone." The
grains, being mostly of irregular shape, bound from side to side,
and thus form "shallow grooves parallel with the direction of the
prevailing wind . . . an inch or less in breadth and seldom more
than the sixteenth of an inch in depth." These" grooves can not
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seld om be traced up and over a long transverse undulation , or
they give rise to a large number of conchoidal depressions."

This branch of the sub ject canno t now be pursued further.
Allusion may, however be made to the remarkable effects of wind
described and figured by Rolland (1890) . In the south of the
Sahara certain plat eaux are polished like a look ing-glass, with
strire, grooves, etc . The flan ks of certain hills - e.g., Gour
Ouargla (near EI Goh~a)-are engraved, sculped, bored , and
reduced in places to a regular stone lacework, of which the
pattern sometimes allows one to recognise the direction of the
wind. Here, also, are pebbles of limestone and silica, with the
surface covered by verm iculate groove s like ara besques.

The poli sh so often alluded to as a result of the sand-blast is,
of course , confined to the harder rocks. Baltzer (1890) d is
t inguishes "gliinzende Politur " (bright polish), especially seen on
compact and finely crystalli ne limestones, from "matt e Po litur "
(dead polish), seen chiefly on sandstones and coarsely crystalline
limestones. But every gradation is to be found. Nearl y all
writers compare this poli sh to a varnish; Stapf (r887) says, "a
glaze-like polish" j Blake (1855) writes, "The polish is . . . as if
the pebbles had been oiled and varn ished." What is the difference
between a glaze or varnish and a surface polished by rubbing? It
appears to me to be essen tially an optical effect due to the
irregularity of the varni shed surface, 'as contrasted with the
regular smoothness of the rubbed surface. In the former case
the rays of light ar c reflected at all angles and from var ious levels.
This is ju st the character of the wind -worn surface ; the pol ish
lies equally on eminenc es and depressions, and min or irregulari
ties are in fact increased rather than diminished by th e sand-blast.
A pebble that is wind-worn ab ove and water-worn bel ow, appears to
the eye smooth above and TOugh below ; but to a sensitive finger,
or to the tongue, it is the under surface that appears smooth , while
the shining upp er surface is full of irre gularities. A surface
polished by glaciation or water -gr inding feels smoother.

This "varnish " or "patina " of desert pebbles. which increases
the blinding effect of the reflected sun, and which must assist the
mirage in deluding the traveller with the vision of water, must
not be confused with another charac teristically desert patina.
The" roes vernisses noirs " of E. Reclus are indeed supposed by
R olland to be dark Devonian sandstones polished by sand. nut,
as he points out (1890, p. 216, footnote), there is also " a sort of
black patina, formed, no doubt, under atmospheric and solar
acti on . In the same way the white Cretaceous limestones of the
Algerian Sahara are often covered by a yellow patina, e.g., on the
plateau of EI Galea." This kind of patina still needs explana
tion ; some (e.g., Obruchev, 1895) suppose it to be con nected
with th e chemical comp osition of the rock, a sort of eflloresce nce
of silica and iron j a t any rate , it is no effect of blown sand.
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The effects of wind and other desert conditions have a more
than terrestrial intere st ; Goldschmidt (1894) has figured and
described similar appearances on the surfaces of meteori tes.

Facetted and wind-polished pebbles have been found over
almo st all part s of the present surface of the earth , under tropical ,
temperate, and Arcti c climates, on plain s, on hills, or in valleys,
scattered over steppes and deserts, or confined to small clear ings
in the midst of fert ile fields and evergreen forests. H ere are a
few recorded localities : Deserts of Libya and Arabia (Walther,
1887-91) ; Desert of Sinai (Verworn, 1890, Sarasin} : Kala
hari Desert of S.W. Africa (Stapf, 1887) ; 16 kilometres from
Walfisch Bay, S. Africa (Capta in T . Een, }ide De Geer); Deserts
of Central Asia (Ric hthofen, Obruchcv, 1895 ) ; Reval (Mickwitz,
1885); Schleswig-Holstein (Gottsche, 1883; L. Meyn, J872);
Jutland (Johnstrup, 1874) ; Anh olt in Kattegat (Torell, fide De
Geer, 1887); Silfakra, ncar Lund, East Scania, and N. of Fj elkinge,
near Kristianstad (De Geer, 1884-87); HaHand (Lundhohm,fide
De Geer, r887); Iceland (Keilhack, J884); sandy plateau of
Brenne, in France (Lapparent, 1899); surface of old mora ines
near Lyon, collected by Chantre (fide Torell, apud Berendt, J889,
and De Geer, 1887); New Zealand, various localities (T ravers,
J870 ; Enys, 1878) ; California (Blake, 1855); Colorado (Stone,
1889); Nebraska, Bad Lands (Gilbert and others) ; Maine, espe
ciaily near Bethei (Hi tchcock, 180[; Stone, 1886) ; New Jersey
(Salisbury, 1893) ; north ern New York (Gilbert, 1894). Many
of the facetted pebbl es from Germany may likewise be of recent
origin.

The geological occurrences of facetted pebbles are mostly in
th e Drift , and the pebbl es received their present form in Po st
glacial times. The local ities in Germany are too numerous to be
quoted here; the y will be found record ed in the papers by Berendt
(1885), Che1ius (189 T, - 92, ' 94), Geinitz (1886,- 87), Gutbier
(J858,-65), Witt ich (1899), and others. As the last-named author
remarks, in Germany the Dreikanter were deposited where they
now are in middle or old diluvial times : but they were facett ed
durin g the succeeding young dilu vial epoch, the Loess period, or
even the present day . The Loess itself is too fine to have abrasive
power, and the wind which transported it did not, of course,
transport pebbles along with it. Facetted pebbles are, however,
frequent in the basement bed, or " Steinsohle," of the Loess, being
always found in the topmost covering layer of the underlying
Drift, whatever that may consist of, over the whole North German
Plain (Sauer J889). In Saxony, for instance, Herrmann (J 880)
and Weber (1890), tell us that facetted pebbles are rare in Loes s
lehm , more numerous in the coarser sand and in the Steinsohle.
A typical case is descr ibed by Wittich ( [899), who found Drei
kanter in their original position in drift gravel beneath blown
sand, at I metre from the present surface, in a pit at the Town
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Electr ic Works of Isenbu rg. The most polished side faced S.W.,
the other facets were N.E. and N.W. No evidence as to the
present winds of that locality is given. The pebbles of Cape Cod
have already been discussed (see Da vis, 1894). So, too, Wood
worth (1894) observed in Matak cset Creek, S. New E ngland :
" A continuous line of sculptured and polish ed pebbles lying at
an average depth of from one to two feet beneath the sur face,"
"overlaid by a dep osit of fine wind-blown beach sand." The
und er surface of the pebbles, where in contact with the underl ying
gravels, was not facetted, and no facetted stones were found in
the unde rlying gravel. Woodworth concludes that the facetted
pebbles are" evidentl y glacial stream pebbles reshaped in situ."
The conditions at the close of glaciat ion in any country must
have been most favourabl e to the production of pyramid-pebbles.
The land was bare and exposed to winds; its surface was strewn
with boulders and pebbles, many of them already ground to an
appropriate shape; and there was associated with them an abun
dance of angular sand, far better for the work than marine sand.
These facts account for th e association of pyramid pebbles with
glacial deposits, an association so frequent as to have led Pr of.
R. K. Emerson (1898) to the rash assertion that they are" as
characteristic of th e till as graptolites of the Silurian. " Neverthe
less, as Gottsche (188.1) has warn ed us, th e pyramid pebb les of
the Dri ft charac terise no particular bed, and the period of their
facett ing extends from glacial times to th e present day.

From formations of a remoter past, a few cases have been re
corded of facetted pebbles, probab ly ascribed with justice to the
action of blown sand. Thus L. Meyn (1876) claims to have foun d
pyramidal pebbles in situ in kaolin-sand of Miocene age on the
island of Sylt, Professor T. Rupert J ones (1878), among pe bbl es
of "quartz, quartzite, an d lydite from the conglome rate, or pebb ly
and gritty bone-b ed, of the •Upper Tunbridge Wells San dstone '
in the qu arry at Whiteman's Green , near the town " of Cuckfield,
found some which showed in parts II a glaze-like polish " with
II delicat e parallel strire ,. and on e with a II trian gular shape."
H e ass igned the se app earances to the act ion of blown sand on the
shores of the Wealden estuary. The stones were distributed
between the museums of Brighton and the Staff College, but are
not now to be seen. Chelius and Klemm (1894) have recorded
pebbles with sharp ridges and with one or all sides finely polished,
from the Middle Bunter congl omerate of Radheim, in E .
Odenwald, They regard them as II not unlike" Dreikanter,

The most striking instance of fossil Dreikanter is that describ ed
by Nathorst (1886a, b). Q uartz pebbles, having this characteristic
shape, and smaller pebbles worn on all sides, are found at
Lugn.is in Vestergotland in the E oph yton sandstone of Cambrian
age. The associated rema ins indicate that these pebbles lay on a
sea-shore, or all sand GUiles close to a shore (Nat hc rst, 1886c).
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In Britain wind-worn pebbles do not seem to have been
noticed often, or else those who have noticed them have not been
at the pains to record their occurrence.

Besides the Bowdon pebble, the pebbles described by Prof.
Rupert Jones, and the Mount Sorrel surfaces noticed by Prof.
Watts, I can find nothing definite, although in the discussion
on Enys' paper (1878) Sir John Evans "referred to various
examples of stones polished by blown sand occurring in this
country."

Mr. S. S. Buckman has searched the neighbourhood of
Cheltenham, and has sent me various pebbles, some of which
bear traces of wind action, From Rengeworth, near Evesham,
in the Avon Valley, where much Northern Drift covers the Lias,
come two pebbles 27 and 33 mm. long, of veined quartz and
chert respectively, each glazed on the upper surface, the smaller
one having a fairly distinct and slightly concave facet. At
Beckford, seven miles north of Cheltenham, Mr. Buckman found
a red quartzite pebble, 40 x 31 mm., water-worn, but with three
facets which have not met 50 as to form ridges; the difference in
form and colour between these red facets and the remaining
water-rounded and stained surface is clearly marked. This was
found at 130 ft. O.D., loose on gravel consisting of Oolite
fragments, and a few Northern Drift pebbles; the gravel lies over
sand containing a few fragments of Oolite. Similar sand,
similarly situated, at Charlton Kings is false-bedded and composed
of rounded grains, and may be blown sand. The soil above the
gravel at Beckford is rich in rounded siliceous particles, '25 to
·s rnm. in diameter. None the less, I am doubtful whether the
facets are due to blown sand; had they been so, they would have
been more polished, and the rest cf the upper surface would not
have escaped so entirely: perhaps Berendt's explanation fits this
case. A pit near Rredon Railway Station, in the Avon Valley, in
a thick bed of Northern Drift pebbles, yielded only one pebble
that was at all flat-sided. Two, perhaps three, of the sides have
a higher polish than the fourth, and are also more pitted; they
may have been wind-worn for a short time. A few pebbles that
appear slightly polished, and perhaps facetted, are sent from
Haresfield Camp in the Cotteswolds, at 750 ft. O.D., and from
Cutsdean Hill in the Cotteswolds, at 1,000 ft. O.D. All these
came from the surface of ploughed fields, and we need not
suppose any agent other than the blown dust of the fields.

We may now inquire what light the occurrence of facetted
pebbles in a geological formation throws on the physical con
ditions of the period. It has been argued that they imply desert
or, at least, steppe conditions. Even so recent a writer as
Wittich (1899), in his careful discussion, says: "Everywhere
Dreikanter occur, are or were similar climatic and geological rela
tions ;" and, again, " Drcikanter are not found isolated or locally
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confined to small spots, but scattered over wide stretches of
country. The conditions leading to their production must there
fore have a similarly general significance." The necessary factors
are held by him to be pebble-bearing sand, gravel, or boulder
clay, slightly or not at all covered with vegetation, a dry climate,
and strong winds. How far these statements are from approach
ing the truth is shown by the instances of New Zealand, Fjelkinge,
and Watertown. It is, of course, the case that the facetted
pebbles of Germany are scattered over a wide area, and their evi
dence, in conjunction with that at the Loess, and of the animal
and plant remains found therein, certainly does point to a steppe
period following on the retreat of the glaciers, when the vast plain
was covered with loose deposits as yet uncovered by vegetation
(see Nehring, 1895; Sauer, 1890; Krause, 1894, and others).
On the other hand the instances of Cuckfield and Lugnas imply
no conditions very different to those now obtaining on the shore
of Liverpool Bay or the beach of Hokitika. Facetted pebbles
are in themselves no evidence of steppes or of a dry climate.
Each case must be considered on its own merits.

Although some of the instances quoted have seemed to imply
certain prevailing winds, yet the observations of Walther and
Stone must always be borne in mind. A large number of speci
mens must be examined in situ, and their bearings carefully taken
before any opinion can be expressed as to the meteorological
conditions of the locality under investigation. It has been re
marked that a true Dreikanter at least proves the existence of
three prevailing winds, and that this alone may be a point of
extreme interest. But we have seen that a Dreikanter may be
produced by the action of a single wind, and even that wind may
be very variable within limits. In fine, the only unassailable
conclusion to be drawn from the occurrence of undisturbed
Dreikanter is that the spot was, during their formation, exposed
to subaerial action, and was therefore somewhere above the usual
sea-level. Their occurrence in numbers under beds of sand may
suggest that these latter are subaerial deposits, but is not con
vincing proof, since a shore exposed for a time to wind action
may softly sink beneath the sea, and its facetted pebbles may be
covered with sand by marine currents. Such seems to have been
the case at Lugnas. This has led Woodworth (r894) to suggest
that pebbles and boulders dredged up should be scrutinised to see
if they bear marks of eeolian erosion, as they would then be
evidence of the sinking of the land.

To return at last to the Bowdon pebble. The beautifully
preserved surface and the clear distinction between the wind
worn and water-worn portions are evidence enough that this was
not facetted prior to its deposition in the Bunter Beds. On the
contrary, though testimony as to position in the section is wanting,
everything goes to show that it was fashioned on the spot where
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it was found. It bears all the characters of a wind-worn pebble:
the facets, the polish, the minute pitting and slight grooving, the
concavity of two facets. But it does not prove the action of more
than two prevalent winds. That these winds were two, and that
they acted for some continuous time, I infer from the fact that
the facets do not coincide with the primitive parallelepipedal
form, or rather with so much of that form as appears to have
remained after its angles had been removed by rolling among the
Bunter pebbles, and again in the glacial drift. The orientation of
the pebble being unknown, nothing can be said as to the direction of
those winds beyond the fact that they were at an angle of 122 deg,
The period when these winds blew cannot have been so remote
from our own day that we have any right to imagine the one of
them (3) to have been any other than the sou'-wester; and in
that case the other (1) would probably have been about E. by
13 deg. S., and having been the dryer wind had more effect.

One swallow docs not make a summer, and one pyramid
pebble does not imply a dry climate or steppe conditions. Never
theless it is interesting to note that this specimen bears much
the same relation to glacial deposits and to the subsequent accu
mulations as do those of Germany and the eastern States of
America. Remains of steppe-animals, though known from the
southern counties, have not, I believe, yet been found in the drift
deposits of the north of England. The sand is the sole remaining
witness. Unfortunately it is not so easy, as it once was thought,
to distinguish between water-worn and wind-worn sand. Often
all that can safely be said of a sample of sand is that the grains are
large or small, are more or less worn. Cams-Wilson (1892) con
siders mastoid markings on sand-grains to be undoubted evidence
of <colian action; but it is not clear that such markings are in
evitably present in all blown sands. Mr. Mellard Reade (1892)
describes the sand of the Lancashire and Cheshire Boulder Clay
as " much rounded, some of the grains being extremely polished."
But he finds no difference between the sand of the Crosby dunes
and that of the shore, and therefcre regards the sand of the
Boulder Clay as evidence of marine origin. He tells me that he
has examined many sections of Drift all over the country without
noticing evidence of reolian action. There is room for further
investigation.

The inquiries diligently prosecuted in such time as could be
spared since the Bowdon pebble was placed in my hands nearly a
year ago, have brought to light no startling novelty. But those
who have more opportunity than I for field exploration will doubt
less find further examples which may lead to more definite con
clusions. It has been in the hope of inciting others to the search,
and of aiding them in it, that this paper has been drawn up. If
it fails in its object, that will not be the fault of many friends and
colleagues who have helped in its preparation-namely, Dr. Geo.
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Abbott, Mr. H. Balfour, Mr. H. Bolton, Canon T . G. Bonn ey,
Professor G. S. Boulger, ~lr. S. S. Buckman , l\lr. R. D.
Darbishire, Professor Boyd Dawkins, Professor W. M. Davis, Dr.
C. Gott sche, Mr. Upfield Green, Professor T. Rupert Jones, Mr.
B. Lomax, MT. A. Mickwitz, Professor A. G. Nath orst, Mr. G. T.
Prior, MT. Mellard Reade, Mr. C. Davies Sherborn, MT. L. J.
Spencer, Professor W. W. Watts , and Dr. Henry Woodward. To
all these , and any who may be left unmentioned, I offer my
hearty thanks.
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1899. LAI'I'ARE~T, A. DR.- " T raite de Geologic," Ed. 4, 1900 (sic) ; p. 140 .
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EXPLA:-lATION OF PLATE XI.

FI GS. 1-4.-From Reval, Estho nia , 1'3 placed in the same orientat ion as
wben found. N orth (magnet ic, August, 1897) at the top of the page.

FIG. I.-Fine-grained born biende gneiss : a. upper surfa ce, all worn and
pitted, with clear-cut facet on south, lichen :g rowing on th e lower
slopes; b. und er surface, wate r-worn and iron- stain ed.

FIG. 2.-Augen.gneiss : up per surface, th e quar tz sta nding out in ridg es
a round the rolled orthoclase, th e mica caten a way ; the south-west
side lies a lmost in th e plane of th e foliat ion, so tha t the ridging is
confined to the other two sides ; th e a pex is obliquely trunca ted; a ll
depressions overgrown by lichen. C.f. Diagr. 3, p. 408.

FIG. 3.-A vcry fine-g rained horn blende g neiss : upper surface much poli shed,
with a few slight elevations of qua rtz; lichen ou the lower slopes,
forming a band between the wind -worn and water-worn surfaces.

FI G. 4.-Granite, very slig htly foliated , but not en ough to produce ridgi ng;
upper surface, all polished and differenti ated; ap ex obliq uely
truncated.

FIG. 5.-From II okitika beach, South Island, New Zealan d. Basalt : upp er
surface showing two main facets and a truncat e end ; sligh t furrows
cross the stone at righ t angl es to the main ridge.

FIG. 6.-From Bowdon, Chesh ire, in Dri ft. Liver-coloured quartz ite de rived
from Bunter Pe bble Beds : a. upper surface, showing facets ; b. under
wate r-worn surfa ce. C.f. Diagr. I and 2, p. 397.

All figures are X ~ diam.

ORDINARY MEETING.

FRIDAY, MAY 4TH, 1900.

W. WHITAKER, B.A., F.R.S, President, in the Chair.
Thomas P. Baldwin, Miss Grace Hacking, B.Sc., Harford J.

Lowe, J. B. Morris, Miss Eo Pearse, B.Sc., were elected members
of the Association.

A lecture was delivered by Mr. Horace W. Monckton, F.T"S.,
F.G .S., on "Some Features of the Recent Geology of Western
Norway," illustrated by lantern slides.




